
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL WEIHNACHTEN 

"Bei uns ist immer was los!" 

VORWEIHNACHTENSSITTEN (PRE-CHRISTMAS CUSTOMS) 

bringer of gifts: der Gabenbringer, die Gabenbringer 
Nikolas' helper, a scary figure, who punishes bad children on Nikolausabend: 

Knecht Ruprecht 

St. Nicholas and Ruprecht 

I 

St. Nicholas and his attendant Ruprecht, around 1820.1 

The Saint's \ 
attendant -

, Ruprecht 
- - --

Th.is black man carries on his back the sack containing all the 
,del~ghts to come. He also carries the rod which the holy man 
seems to need_. Disobedient children are punished with the rod. 
At the same time, Ruprecht growls, rattles his chains or shows 1 

the teeth in _his ~lack face so _that it is not just childre'n who are / 
~cared of him. Just wait until Ruprecht comes" is still a threat 
1n many German families. 

The Saint does not come alone though. To the children's dismay, 
he is attended by a black figure wrapped up in o ld clothes, 
sacking, or furs. This figure has different names all over Germany. 
In Southern Germany it is known as the Krampus, in North-West 
Germany as Pelzebock or Pelznickel, in the Rhineland as Hans 
Muff, and in Silesia as Bartel or the Wild Bear. In Hesse there are 
two figures, Gumphinkel and the Bear, and in the Palatinate eithe~ 
Nicholas or his attendant is known as Stappklos, the plodder 
and grumbler. Close to the Dutch border and in the Netherlands l 
this attendant is called Black Pit. In middle-class families though, ' 
the most celebrated name since the Reformation has been Knecht 
Ruprecht. 

Naughty and nice 
When St. Nikolaus comes to visit, he brings along a book of 
sins in which all the names of bad children are written. His 
helper, Knecht Ruprecht, carries a sack filled with presents 
and a birch rod or stick. The rod is for all the children who 
have been naughty that year. The presents are for all the 
children who have been good. 

In Germany, St. Nicholas arrives in person on his 

feast day to bring candy and nuts for the children but 

he never arrives on Christmas Eve as in America . St. 

Nicholas is usually accompanied by his mentor~ 

Ruprecht. Ruprecht is dressed in black and he carries 

a stick to paddle bad children. 


